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The story of one mother’ He walked and ate with his eyes shut, refused
to bathe, burst into matches of rage, slithered against wall space, and
utilized his limbs rather than his hands to touch light switches,
doorknobs, and faucets.s sudden-starting point OCD and Tourette
syndrome.s quest took her to the center of the medical community’s fight
against the medical establishment to confirm the link between infection-
triggered PANDAS and her boy’ Sammy’ Five years afterwards, he continues
to be symptom free of charge. Sammy was soon diagnosed with obsessive-
compulsive disorder (OCD) and afterwards with Tourette syndrome.
Unwilling to accept the doctors’ Together, they cured Sammy.s raging
debate regarding whether OCD and Tourette syndrome could be caused by
PANDAS (Pediatric Autoimmune Neuropsychiatric Disorders Connected with
Streptococcal Infections).The summer before entering sixth grade, Sammy,
a bright and charming boy who lived on the coast of Maine, suddenly
began to exhibit disturbing behavior. Beth’ With the fight lines firmly
drawn, Beth searched until she discovered two cutting-edge doctors who
answered that issue with a definitive yes. prognoses for lifelong mental
disease and repeated hospitalizations, Beth fought to uncover what was
causing this decline.s mom, Beth, already dealing with the overwhelming
responsibility of raising 3 sons alone, watched helplessly as her middle
child descended into madness.
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Saving Sammy confirms that PANDAS is simply as important a locating for
kids with OCD/Tourette's while gluten is to autism.. That is disturbing
for the reason that she acquired to fight for information that one would
think would be easily available to her. it's okay, every kid is
different I only read a little so can't give a whole review. This story
tells the tale of a mother struggling to save her child, Sammy, from his
sudden onset of uncommon behavior. (PANDAS.I go through this book in a
matter of 1 night. others, indifferent. I experienced heartbreak for her
family as well as joy when they felt it. I can't thank Beth Alison
Maloney and her family enough for sharing Sammy's story with the world..
Obviously, the writer was disturbed by her son's behaviors and had taken
him to numerous doctors. This book should be go through by everyone. He
was given the incorrect medications numerous times. Some doctors had
been patronizing; bursting into angry suits, crying and laughing within
moments, sliding against walls, stepping over imaginary wall space,
refusing to venture out the front door, refusing to touch door knobs, or
to even look at toes. Still, this mother hardly ever stopped trying to
find an end to her son. Great, uplifting and encouraging story..
Because, ultimately, that's what it was. That this child suffered such a
long time is definitely a disgrace.) The writing is analytical,
sequential, detailed; the author does not state the same feeling. (That
is my opinion; Beth you certainly are a hero and champion for your son
and for other people who can get their children the right help due to
your warrior spirit! but simultaneously, the writer vividly recounts the
feelings of herself and her various other two sons. The perseverance of
Sammy’s mother is proof that a lot of moms will combat tooth and nail
because of their children. The strep connection that was uncovered here
is still not widely talked about. rather, it reads similar to a true-
crime drama. The very first time it had been on a suggestion of a mother
or father to get for our school district's parent resource middle. The
author, herself, can be a "guardian ad litem. These behaviors ranged
from mild idiosyncrasies, in the beginning, to nearly full-blown
psychosis.) She was best. You are their best advocate and only wish. You
observe your child each day.Finally, after all of her many hours of
research, detailed observation, numerous doctor's appointments, and
phone calls, she became convinced there is a strep factor. You you live
this.) You might believe that a person with this kind of background
would have all sorts of reference at their fingertips for just about any
situation involving any child. Sadly, this is not true. This book raises
awareness for parents of children who have been identified as having OCD
and/or Tourette's and the direct link to PANDAS just how Jenny
McCarthy's book, ''Louder than Words," raised awareness for parents of
children with autism and the direct link to gluten. Furthermore, there
are great descriptions of existence in Maine, that i loved because it's
the only East Coast condition I haven't visited or lived in. . But
picture the worst part, this child, Sammy, knows there is normally



something amiss and wants therefore badly to be better. Imagine watching
your once healthful and normal child suddenly screen symptoms such as
for example: walking and eating dinner with eye squished shut, refusing
to use soap in the shower, or for that matter, showering; It had been
that interesting. The rituals he previously to undergo to actually enter
or exit a van were hour-long, painful excursions. He was misdiagnosed
several times. Many hours a day were related to this activity, as well
as catering to the demand of an ever-needy, completely symptomatic OCD-
ridden kid, and the needs and wants of her other two sons. Beth also is
an excellent writer, capable of taking you through psychological highs
and lows with her on her frustrating, all encompassing but finally
rewarding journey. It has helped information our family in trusting our
own instincts. She also brings to light that there are conditions that
doctors aren't aware of that need to be addressed and how you need to
fight to find the answers you need. I've read this publication cover to
cover four occasions.. I loved the book after that because it's a story
about a mom trusting her instincts to end up being persistent in
obtaining her kid the help he required, even through a tremendous amount
of obstacles and naysayers. Little did I know it could eventually become
much more personal. Some years afterwards when I connected that it could
be a book helpful to my own family members I reread it. YOU NEED TO KNOW
THIS. While every kid with PANDAS/PANS may have got different
presentations of the condition, the struggles, the heartbreak and the
work to find help save a child's life are related.The book gives hope to
families who've literally overnight dropped the child they knew. While
this disease presents itself in ways that have become hard to even
comprehend 'Saving Sammy' we can know that actually at it's most severe
we cannot stop seeking the answer to healing. Due to sharing Sammy's
story, many family members who are now experiencing this horrible
disease can find help previously.I loved this reserve from the very
first time I go through it. I would recommend everyone reading it
combined with the author's other book 'Childhood Interrupted' gives some
concrete methods to move forward in looking for help. And in addition
imagine that this is a 12 year-old child who once was a math genius,
and, with the onset of this unknown syndrome, was reduced to lying
underneath couch addresses. In their story of wish and healing we are
able to find the strength we need. This book does not read such as a
novel; You might think that this will be a dreary but informative book
about OCD. I found this to be a very interesting and informative work.
Previous to reading this, I was in the "OCD can be an amusing, if not
really annoying trait in some people I understand." This woman's true
story challenged my preconceptions about OCD and mental disease, in
addition to how it's diagnosed and treated. The writer portrayed her
son's condition and the family's encounters very realistically. I
acquired no idea before I read this reserve. This book poignantly points
out the very reason we must be our own health care advocates. I felt her



pain and her frustration as she recreated the circumstances that
happened in this most difficult period. I don't wish to give away too
much nonetheless it is very definitely value reading to find out. Share
with everyone you understand! I really believe, by mentioning this
publication to everyone you know, a tsunami of tortured family members
will safely be brought ashore. I, individually, know three family
members PANDAS hammers, including my very own. This should be needed
reading for ALL medically certified professionals, all who work with
children as teachers or caregivers, everyone who has a friend with a
child. Word of mouth is imperative. You might be the random answer to a
parent who's desperately seeking answers. Parents, never quit! Keep
searching until your childs health improves, no matter how many medical
researchers you cycle through." ( That is, a guardian appointed by the
court to protect the interests of a. some still stay unconvinced. She
acquired to convince a few doctors; Remember that many diagnosed
conditions may really become PANDAS. Bless this writer for writing this
book. Obviously all children don't possess it the same and all children
don't react to a one size fits all treatment. Five Stars I've read this
6 moments! beautifully written therefore informative this is essential
read. beautifully written and so informative. rarely engaging in self
pity or accusations. Gotta read this reserve! I think the condition is
baffling more than enough. When her doctors cannot provide a cure, she
started to analysis. Than you because of this fantastic reserve and for
the knowledge you ate sharing. Five Stars An invaluable reference. It
must be required reading in every medical school Everyone should read
this This is a fantastic story of what sort of mother wouldn't settle on
getting a diagnosis and help on her behalf son. This is essential read
book for individuals who love, look after, or use children! Nobody knows
your child as if you perform and doctors have to listen. It can be a
must read for anybody. I read her additional reserve Childhood
Interrupted and had my differences in opinion with the writer regarding
treatment. But our scenario was not quite exactly like her son's. What
an amazing story! I would give it ten celebrities if I could! We have
chosen homeopathic. Five Stars Essential read book!! Very good book. It
is a fabulous, thrilling, on the advantage of your seat tale about a
single mom with three children living an idyllic life in Coastal Maine,
who's lifestyle is turned dramatically upside down by among her son's
sudden onset of very debilitating OCD. That's stating something because
I'm an RN, who worked well for two years in Psychiatric Nursing. There
is helpful information towards the end on other mental ailments that
have been regularly misdiagnosed but treated successfully when the
primary cause is found. I truly empathized with her from a mother's
perspective. Extremely good book.
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